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SIGHT VERIFICATION TOOL - Death certificate
Check for
ID Tag

Must be your
county

Death must have
occurred in the
last 6 months

#29 & 31-34
Can never
be blank

If other than
natural, then #46
must be ‘yes’

With limited exceptions, if manner of death (#52) is other
than natural, the certifier must be a M.E. and sign here.
(See back for further information.)
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LEGEND
Blue circle

= Items to check before registering the record. If the County of
Death is a county other than your own, you should not register
the record. If the death occurred longer than six months ago,
you should not register the record.

Red circle

= Items we commonly see mistakenly left blank or completed
incorrectly.
Funeral directors most commonly forget the I.D. tag number
and place of death. These items must be completed but are
not forced by OVERS.
Medical certifiers most commonly forget items 46-49,52-54,
62,64-68.

Highlighted items may be left blank but could or should be completed under
certain circumstances or if the information is available.
Green highlight

= Can be left blank if not applicable. For instance, if the
decedent is a male it is not necessary to answer question 53.
Approximate interval onset to death should be completed for
cause of death, but if it is blank you can register the record.

Red highlight

= Can be blank if immediate cause of death is sufficient. In most
cases however, an underlying cause of death is needed to
sufficiently describe the death.

Yellow highlight

= Can only be blank if: 1) cause of death does not indicate
trauma or injury, 2) manner of death (item 52) is natural, and
3) Medical Examiner (M.E.) was not contacted.
A manner of death other than 'natural' must be referred to the
M.E., which means #46 should be checked 'yes' for the
referral. The M.E. may decline; which means the M.E. will not
have completed the medical portion of the death
certificate. In such a case, a medical certifier can sign the death
certificate. If you have further questions, contact the
Registration unit at the State Center for Health Statistics.
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